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JUDGMENT

1. The brief  facts  of  the prosecution  are  that  on 04/05/04,  Sri.  Guna Kanta  Hazarika, 
Forester No. 1, Lanka Range Office along with other forest guards were patrolling at 
Udali P.W.D. road at about 3.30 a.m., they saw three persons carrying three pieces of 
teak logs in their bicycle. On seeing the guards, the three culprits tried to escape after 
throwing their cycles nearby. The guards gave them a chase and managed to apprehend 
the accused Md. Maina Miyan red handed. The logs along with the cycles and a khukhri  
were seized and the statement of the accused was recorded where he named Md. Afai  
Ali  and Md. Faijuddin as partners in the crime. While he was brought to the Forest 
Office,  the  accused  Maina  Miyan  picked  up  the  Khukhri  and  threw  the  khukhri  at 
Khargeshwar Deka injuring him and managed to give them the slip.



2. The conducting officer after completion of the enquiries submitted prosecution report 
No.LK./1 of 03/04 dt 04/05/04 against accused Maina Miyan u/s 24/25/40/41/60(i) of 
A.F.R. and laid the same before the court for trial along with the relevant documents.

3. The accused person was called upon to enter trial and after causing his appearance the 
copies of the relevant documents were furnished to the accused. Upon hearing and on 
perusal of record formal charge against the accused under section 41 AFR was framed 
and the said charge was read over and explained to the accused to which he pleaded 
not guilty and claimed to be tried.

4. The prosecution in support of its case examined three witnesses whereas the defence 
did not adduce any evidence.

5. The defence case is of total denial as is evident from the statement of the accused, 
recorded under section 313 CrPC. 

6. I have heard both the parties. I have heard the learned counsel for the accused who 
submitted that there is no material against the accused person; as such the accused 
person needs to be acquitted.

7. Upon  hearing  and  on  perusal  of  record  I  have  formulated  the  following  point  for 
determination-

(1)Whether the accused had on 04/05/04 at around 3.30 a.m. moved teak logs on 
bicycle at Uduli P.W.D. road without proper pass from an officer authorized to 
issue the same and thereby committed offence punishable u/s 41 of AFR?

8. Now let me discuss the materials on record and try to arrive at a definite finding as 
regards the points for determination.

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR THE DECISION:

POINT FOR DETERMINATION NOS.1:

9. The  prosecution  has  examined  three  witnesses  in  support  of  its  case  whereas  the 
defence had adduced none. 

10.The PW1, Guna Kanta Hazarika, Forester No. 1, Lanka Range Office. He stated that on 
04/05/04 at around 3.30 a.m. he along with other forest guards were patrolling at Udali 
P.W.D. road he saw three persons carrying three pieces of teak logs in their bicycle. On 
seeing the guards, the three culprits tried to escape after throwing their cycles nearby. 



The guards gave them a chase and managed to apprehend the accused Md. Maina 
Miyan red handed. The logs along with the cycles and a khukhri were seized and the 
statement of the accused was recorded where he named Md. Afai Ali and Md. Faijuddin 
as partners in the crime. While he was brought to the Forest Office, the accused Maina 
Miyan picked up the Khukhri and threw the khukhri at Khargeshwar Deka injuring him. 
The accused caused a loss of Rs. 1253/ on that day and Rs. 80,080/ earlier to the 
government revenue. He submitted the Seizure List as Ext  1.,  the statement of  the 
accused as Ext. 2, offence report Ext. 3 and medical certificate of Khargeshwar Deka as 
Ext. 4.

11.PW2, Bhaben Chandra Bhuyan, is a forest guard. He corroborated the testimony of PW1 
word for word.

12.PW3, Joyram Das, is a forest guard. In his testimony PW3 had also deposed he had 
accompanied PW1 and PW2 in their patrolling duty and had seen the accused with two 
other persons pedaling the logs of teak. They had managed to capture the accused red 
handed where as the other two persons accompanying the accused had managed to 
flee. They seized the three cycles along with three logs of teak and the accused threw 
his khukri at Khrgeshwar Deka and managed to give them the slip.

13.In arriving at a conclusion I have scrutinized the evidence of the PWs. I have also 
perused the documents exhibited by the prosecution minutely. Exhibit 1 which is the 
Seizure list talks of recovery of stumps worth Rs. 80,080/ whereas neither Exhibit 3 
which is the offence report nor the prosecution witnesses have stated anywhere about 
recovery of stumps from the accused. The Offense report is strangely silent with regard 
to the recovery of stumps worth Rs. 80,080/. Hence I do not think that the said estimate 
of loss merits any further discussion since the prosecution has been riddled with 
contradictions and inconsistencies with regard to the said amount.

14.However all the three PWs have corroborated each other in the material particular with 
regard to recovery of three cycles and three pieces of teak logs. All the three PWs are 
government officials and doing their duty and there is no reason to doubt their veracity 
of the chain of events. However it is also evident that the accused could not have been 
carrying the three cycles along with a log of teak each all by himself. There were two 
other accomplices who had made good their escape on seeing the forest patrol. As per 
the evidence on record, the accused is culpable to the extent of recovery of one cycle 
and one piece of log of teak. The prosecution had stated that the accused had caused a 
loss of Government revenue to the tune of Rs. 1253/. However in my considered 



opinion, the accused can only be held liable for the loss of Rs. 417 approximately for the 
one log of teak seized from him.

15.DECISION:   In light of the discussion held above, I find that the prosecution has been 
able to prove that the accused had on 04/05/04 at around 3.30 a.m. moved teak logs on 
bicycle at Uduli P.W.D. road without proper pass from an officer authorized to issue the 
same and thereby committed offence punishable u/s 41 of AFR beyond reasonable 
doubt. Hence the point for determination is answered in positive, against the accused.

ORDER

1. In view of the discussions made above and the decision reached therein it is held that 
the prosecution has proved the charge against the accused person beyond reasonable 
doubt; as such the accused Md. Maina Miyan is held guilty of the charge under sections 
41 of AFR and convicted. I am of the considered opinion that the accused does not 
deserve the benefit  of  the provisions of  the Probation  of  Offenders  because of  the  
nature of offences involved since the same are detrimental to our environmental safety. 
As such the accused is punished with a fine of Rs. 1000/ for committing the offence in 
default to jail hazot for a term of simple imprisonment of three month for each offence.

2. The case is disposed of on contest without cost. Furnish a free copy to the accused.

          Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this the 17th  day of March, 2016 at 
Hojai.

Biswadeep Baruah,
Judicial Magistrate First Class, Hojai.



APPENDIX:

WITNESS FOR THE PROSECUTION:

1.1. PW1                       GUNAKANTA HAZARIKA

1.2. PW2                       BHABEN CHANDRA BHUYAN

1.3. PW3                       JOY RAM DAS

WITNESS FOR THE DEFENSE:                   NONE

EXHIBITS:

1. EXHIBIT 1                                    SEIZURE LIST

2. EXHIBIT 2                                    STATEMENT OF THE ACCUSED

3. EXHIBIT 3                                    OFFENSE REPORT

4. EXHIBIT 4                                    MEDICAL REPORT


